
 

 

  

  

PRESS RELEASE 
 

Auriga and Dilaco sign a new technology and services partnership for 
banking customers across Benelux 

 

Dilaco to distribute Auriga’s cutting edge cybersecurity solution & 

 provide specialist support services 

 

London, February 8th 2021 - Auriga, a global provider of technology solutions for the 

omnichannel banking and payments industries, today announced a new strategic 

partnership with Dilaco, IT specialist Consulting and Outsourcing provider in Belgium.  

 

Through this partnership, Dilaco will enlarge its consulting and service offerings with Auriga’s 

cutting edge cybersecurity solution Lookwise Device Manager (LDM) for securing all digital 

self-service banking assets, web channels and remote workstations that are used by bank 

employees.  

 

Dilaco will utilise LDM to further enhance their cybersecurity services for the financial sector 

by providing best in class tools and technology to monitor and manage device security, 

prevent threats and respond to incidents even more rapidly and effectively.  

 

Auriga technology complements the specialist IT support services that Dilaco provides 

financial institutions in Benelux. Its offering consists mainly of help desk services, proactive 

monitoring services on self-service devices, hardware maintenance coordination and cash in 

transit services coordination. Dilaco’s objective is to boost efficiency, increase productivity, 

continuous access to cash and continuity of services for banks in Belgium. 

 

Vincenzo Fiore, CEO, Auriga comments: “We’re proud to partner with Dilaco and provide the 

Lookwise Device Manager to help secure critical banking services and infrastructure in the 

Benelux region. Our joint clients will benefit from full protection, comprehensive security 

monitoring and control of their networked devices that are so essential to how they serve 

their customers, especially in these unprecedented times.” 

 

Jeff de Kleijn, CEO, Dilaco says: “We are delighted to be able to bring this powerful 

cybersecurity solution to financial institutions across the region. This technology, alongside 

our specialist services and support, will enable our customers to guarantee optimal 

availability and accessibility of banking services while preventing or minimizing the impact of 

cyber-attacks and ensuring effective control of the network.” 

 

https://www.dilaco.eu/
https://www.aurigaspa.com/en/banking/needs/lookwise-device-manager/
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About Dilaco 

Dilaco is an information technology and services company that uses technical expertise and 

experience to understand the needs of a company’s specific sector and to stimulate 

innovation and maximise the usefulness of technology. Founded in 1996, they develop 

tailor-made ideas to ensure growth by relieving a company’s employees of their IT issues. 

More information via: https://www.dilaco.eu/ 

 

 

About Auriga 

Auriga is a leading supplier of software and technological solutions for the banking and 

payments industries, and a specialist provider of innovative omnichannel solutions to banks 

and other financial institutions. Its solutions, deployed on over 70% of Italian ATMs, are 

founded on modern architecture and improve time to market for new services while 

lowering costs, protecting critical devices from cyber-attacks, and building long-term 

competitive advantage. Auriga is a global company with a direct presence in Italy, UK, 

France, Spain, Germany and Mexico, and expanding operations in Western and Eastern 

Europe, Latin American (LATAM) and Asia-Pacific (APAC).  

 

Visit https://www.aurigaspa.com/en/ 

 
For further press enquiries, please contact:  
 
Daniel Couzens 
Allison+Partners 
auriga@allisonpr.com 
+44(0)20 3971 4305 
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